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The following are terms of a legal agreement between you and WebCite (http://www.webcitation.org). By accessing, browsing, or using this Web site, and by using the WebCite trademark, you acknowledge that you have read, understood, and agree to be bound by these terms and to comply with all applicable laws and regulations. If you do not agree to these terms, please do not use this Web site.

WebCite may, without notice to you, at any time revise these Terms of Use and any other information contained in this Web site by updating this posting. WebCite may also make improvements or changes in the products, services, or programs described in this site at any time without notice.

WebCite has to balance the rights of the copyright holders (“cited authors”) whose work is archived in WebCite (and its digital preservation partners), against the legitimate “fair use”/“fair dealings” rights of citing authors as well as the interest of society to preserve cultural heritage and archive scholarly important material. These terms of use are designed to ensure that WebCite is used in this spirit.

Terms of use

For users (citing authors, publishers and other users) who use WebCite to initiate the archiving process (“citing users”)

Citing authors, publishers and other users who use WebCite to initiate the archiving process and who are not the copyright owners of the archived work agree to respect the rights of the copyright holder. Unless the copyright holder explicitly agrees to archiving (e.g. by licensing his/her content under a Creative Commons license or by publishing a WebCite archiving request link), citing users agree to use this service only within the limitations of “fair use”/“fair dealings” allowances. The assessment of “fair use” is complex, but factors such as the purpose (dealings for research, private study, criticism, review or news reporting as opposed to commercial purposes), amount (archiving a single webpage / webdocument as opposed to an entire website), nature of the work (unpublished versus published or confidential work), and effect of the dealing (loss of income for the copyright holder), and other factors all play a role in the assessment.

Citing users agree to use WebCite only for purposes that can be construed as “fair dealing”. Specifically, the following uses are prohibited, unless the copyright holder explicitly allows such uses (for example by licensing his/her content under a Creative Commons license):

1. if archiving leads to financial loss for the copyright holder (for example, users are prohibited from archiving freely accessible pages which after some time will become pay-per-view pages),
2. if an excessive amount of work is archived (for example, all pages of a given website, as opposed to only one webpage),
3. if citing users charge endusers to access copyrighted work archived in WebCite
4. if citing users misrepresent their relationship with the content (for example, purport to be the copyright owner),
5. the purpose of the archiving request is not for scholarly reasons, private study, criticism, review, news reporting, collecting legal evidence, or other legitimate purposes allowable under the fair dealings clause.

For copyright holders of webmaterial (“cited users”)

a. Copyright holders publishing material on the web are advised to use standard no-archive/no-cache tags to prevent WebCite (as well as other archiving services, such as Google or Internet Archive) from archiving/caching their content in the first place,
should they not wish that WebCite or other digital archives preserve their content. Not publishing these tags is seen as an implicit permission for WebCite to archive the content.

b. Copyright holders who use this service to self-archive their own works (i.e. initiate the archiving process themselves) explicitly and irrevocably give permission to WebCite and its digital preservation partners to store and redistribute their content under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license.

c. Copyright holders (e.g. bloggers, webpage authors etc.) who put a WebCite archiving button and/or provide an archiving link to their users (http://www.webcitation.org/archive?url=...) indicate that they explicitly and irrevocably allow WebCite and its digital preservation partners to archive their webpage/blog, store it indefinitely, share it with digital preservation partners, and license it under Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license.

d. Attribution: Attribution will be given to the copyright holder in the form of displaying the original link, as well as preserving all relevant information embedded in the archived webpage or webdocument, including copyright notices.

General Disclosures

e. WebCite will make reasonable efforts to preserve the archived content in its original form as best as technically possible, but certain content (such as streaming video etc.) can currently not be archived.

f. WebCite reserves the right to remove inappropriate material from its archive at its sole discretion as well as at the request of the copyright holder.

Linking to WebCite (http://www.webcitation.org) and use of the WebCite trademark

WebCite is a registered trademark. Links to this Web site and use of the WebCite trademark within links to http://www.webcitation.org are permitted without explicit permission provided that the link and the pages that are activated by the link do not: (a) create frames around any page on this Web site or use other techniques that alter in any way the visual presentation or appearance of any content within this site; (b) misrepresent your relationship with WebCite; (c) imply that WebCite approves or endorses you, your Web site, or your service or product offerings; and (d) present false or misleading impressions about WebCite or otherwise damage the goodwill associated with the WebCite name or trademarks.

Copyright holders providing an archiving request link to WebCite are doing so with the understanding that by inviting readers to archive their page using WebCite they explicitly and irrevocably allow WebCite and its digital preservation partners to archive their content.

As a further condition to being permitted to link to this site, you agree that WebCite may at any time, in its sole discretion, terminate permission to link to this Web site. In such event, you agree to immediately remove all links to this Web site and to cease using any WebCite trademark.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

USE OF THIS SITE IS AT YOUR SOLE RISK. ALL MATERIALS, INFORMATION, PRODUCTS, SOFTWARE, PROGRAMS, AND SERVICES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS," WITH NO WARRANTIES OR GUARANTEES WHATSOEVER. WEBCITE® EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW ALL EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY, AND OTHER WARRANTIES, GUARANTEES, OR REPRESENTATIONS, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT OF PROPRIETARY AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS. WITHOUT LIMITATION, WEBCITE® MAKES NO WARRANTY OR GUARANTEE
THAT THIS WEB SITE WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED, TIMELY, SECURE, OR ERROR-FREE.

YOU UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT IF YOU DOWNLOAD OR OTHERWISE OBTAIN MATERIALS, INFORMATION, PRODUCTS, SOFTWARE, PROGRAMS, OR SERVICES, YOU DO SO AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION AND RISK AND THAT YOU WILL BE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGES THAT MAY RESULT, INCLUDING LOSS OF DATA OR DAMAGE TO YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM.

SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF WARRANTIES, SO THE ABOVE EXCLUSIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

IN NO EVENT WILL WEBCITE® BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY TYPE WHATSOEVER RELATED TO OR ARISING FROM THIS WEB SITE OR ANY USE OF THIS WEB SITE, OR OF ANY SITE OR RESOURCE LINKED TO, REFERENCED, OR ACCESSED THROUGH THIS WEB SITE, OR FOR THE USE OR DOWNLOADING OF, OR ACCESS TO, ANY MATERIALS, INFORMATION, PRODUCTS, OR SERVICES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY LOST PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOST SAVINGS OR LOSS OF PROGRAMS OR OTHER DATA, EVEN IF WEBCITE® IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS EXCLUSION AND WAIVER OF LIABILITY APPLIES TO ALL CAUSES OF ACTION, WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT, WARRANTY, TORT, OR ANY OTHER LEGAL THEORIES.

Additional or different terms, conditions, and notices may apply to specific materials, information, products, software, and services offered through this Web site. In the event of any conflict, such additional or different terms, conditions, and notices will prevail over these Terms of Use. Please see the applicable agreement or notice.